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Grip on his hawk: Combat Racing, often abbreviated
as Grip, is a racing video game developed by

Canadian studio Caged Element and published by
Wired Productions for the .NET Compact

Framework. Even though the game mechanics and
technology are mostly created with similar devices in
mind (like Twitch), every player will find something
in the game that will inspire him or his audience. As

for the graphic and sound design, it has its own
characteristics. For example, the video setting in the
game allows the player to rotate the race on frame
and see how interesting each next race participant
will be. In addition, the player can set up one of 6

virtual remote control modes depending on the style
of the race, thereby adjusting the visualization from
spectacular to realistic and therefore more realistic

gameplay. Other features are action games that
include racing and platforming. Each of the locations
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is completely different and has its own
characteristics, such as pits, detours and return
points. You will be able to meet players with

different skills, abilities and temperaments, and in
each race the game will give bonuses, depending on
how successfully you complete the task, but do not

forget: one of them may come to the finish line with
less health, or will be forced to give up after 15 laps,

and maybe even after a few laps. While the game
requires a lot of time and difficult tracks to

complete, it is well suited for players of all ages and
genders. The game's plot is classic for racing games

and involves the player's car colliding with other cars
that are also trying to win. So get ready for the fact
that the fight against other racers will be intense and
exciting. In addition, the game has several modes for
different audiences of players, including "Breakout"

for single player, "Wheels" for co-op up to four
players and "Defence" for multiplayer. PlayStation 3
Nintendo Wii Wii Android Watchdog read more at
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